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ABSTRACT

This invention provides organic-inorganic hybrid particles
containing as the essential components a block copolymer
comprising an uncharged hydrophilic polymer chain segment
and a polymer chain segment containing a repeated structural
unit having a carboxylate ion group at its side chain; calcium
ion (Ca2 ), phosphate ion (P043-) or carbonate ion (C032 ),
or a mixture of these anions; and a contrast agent. The particles provide, in particular, carriers for stably delivering an
MRI contrast agent to a target site.
8 Claims, 10 Drawing Sheets
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ORGANIC-INORGANIC HYBRID PARTICLES
CONTAINING CONTRAST AGENT

could carry, as the drug, DNA or other bioactive substances
and deliver the drug to cancer tissues or cancer cells (see
Patent Reference 1).

This application is a U.S. national stage of International
Application No. PCT/JP2007/067556 filed Sep. 4, 2007.

5

TECHNICAL FIELD
This invention relates to organic-inorganic hybrid particles, more specifically, to organic-inorganic hybrid particles
containing contrast agent.

10

BACKGROUND ART
The importance of early detection of cancer for improving
the patients' quality of life (QOL) has been pointed out in
recent years. For example, according to a graph on 5-year
survival rate of stomach cancer cases, the survival rate of
patients whose stomach cancer is detected in the initial stage
(first stage) is 90%. By contrast, the survival rate of the end
stage (fourth stage) stomach cancer patients is less than 10%.
This demonstrates the high importance of early diagnosis of
cancer in patients for the current therapy. Also because of
frequent lack of subjective symptom of primary cancer, it is
necessary to give cancer diagnosis to quite healthy people, in
order to ensure the early detection. For this purpose, development of non-invasive and safe method of the diagnosis is
desired.
From the viewpoint of non-invasiveness and safety, utilization of MRI (magnetic resonance imaging) appears recommendable, as it uses magnetic field or radio waves and is free
of fear of exposure to radiation. However, the present state of
art is still unable to detect primary cancer with MRI. Many
and various contrast agents in forms easy of handling are
being proposed, with the view to obtain still higher contrast to
raise sensitivity of MRI (for example, see the Non-patent
References 1, 2 and 3 in the collective listing given later, and
so forth). While these contrast agents include actually widely
used excellent contrast agents such as Gd-DTPA (gadodiamide), it may worth continual investigations if further
improvements are possible.
On the other hand, we have developed a drug delivery
system using specific block copolymers and succeeded in
offering certain anti-cancer drug with increased tumor tissueselective accumulation, whose favorable therapeutic effect
has been clinically confirmed.
Furthermore, there was a method proposed in the past as a
means to introduce DNA into cells, which used a complex
formed by making use of the property of calcium phosphate
(hydroxyapatite) crystals to bind to DNA, the crystals being
formed when an aqueous calcium solution and aqueous phosphoric acid solution were mixed to bring about oversaturated
condition. A part of us discovered that, in the attempt to
improve the disadvantage incidental to the method, the calcium phosphate particles could be formed with controlled
size, when incubated with the specific block copolymer containing a hydrophilic, nonionic polyethylene glycol (PEG)
segment and a polyanionic segment derived from carboxyl
group. We furthermore confirmed that the so obtained particles had not only relatively narrow particle size distribution
and that their average particle size could be controlled to be
less than submicron order (several hundreds nm) where necessary, but also aqueous dispersion systems containing these
particles could be stably stored under ambient conditions,
without inducing sedimentation. In consequence, we proposed a novel organic -inorganic hybrid particle system which
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LIST OF CITED REFERENCES
Patent Reference 1: International Publication 03/018690
Pamphlet (WO 03/018690 Al)
Non-patent Reference 1: Peter Caravan, et al., "Gadolinium
(III) Chelates as MRI Contrast Agents: Structure, Dynamics, and Applications", Chem. Rev. 1999, 99, 2293-2352
Non-patent Reference 2: Vincent Jacques, et al., "New
Classes of MRI Contrast Agents" Topics in Current Chemistry (Springer-Verlag) Contrast Agents 1, Magnetic Resonance Imaging, Edited by Werner Krause, 2002, 221, 123164
Non-patent Reference 3: D. D. Schwert, et al., "Non-Gadolinium-Based MRI Contrast Agents" Topics in Current
Chemistry (Springer-Verlag), Contrast Agents 1, Magnetic
Resonance Imaging, Edited by Werner Krause, 2002, 221,
165-199.
DISCLOSURE OF THE INVENTION

We now discovered that the specific organic-inorganic
hybrid particle system as described in above Patent Reference
1 could effectively encapsulate therein specific contrast
agent, besides DNA or such polypeptide bioactive substances
as TGF-(3, tumor necrosis factor, insulin and so on. Further30 more, while so obtained organic-inorganic hybrid particles
showed pH-responsive property in aqueous solutions, we discovered, still in addition, that the particles having more rapid
pH-responsive properly could be provided by our newly proposed system in which the phosphate ions were replaced with
35 carbonate ions, or with a mixture of carbonate ions and phosphate ions.
Accordingly, this invention provides organic-inorganic
hybrid particles containing as the essential components,
a block copolymer comprising a structure represented by
40 the general formula (I):
25

poly(hph)-block-poly(carbo)

45
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(I)

in the above formula, poly(hph) stands for an uncharged
hydrophilic polymer chain segment and poly(carbo) stands
for a polymer chain segment containing a repeated structural
unit having a carboxylate ion group at its side chain,
calcium ion (Ca2 ) and phosphate ion (P043-) or carbonate
ion (C032 ), or a mixture of these anions, and
a contrast agent.
Furthermore, as the invention of a preferred different
embodiment, also provided are organic-inorganic hybrid particles containing as the essential components,
a block copolymer comprising the structure represented by
the general formula (I)
poly(hph)-block-poly(carbo)

(I)

in which poly(hph) stands for an uncharged polymer chain
segment and poly(carbo) stands for a polymer chain segment
comprising a repeated structural unit having a carboxylate ion
group at its side chain,
calcium ion (Ca2 ) and carbonate ion (CO32 ) or a mixture
of carbonate ion and phosphate ion (P043-); and use of the
particles.
The particles according to this preferred embodiment easily degrade in aqueous solutions of the pH slightly lower than
neutral pH. For example, they show holding property in blood
flow, stably retaining their particulate form, but in environ-
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ments at a pH a little lower than the neutral range (for
example, in a fixed tumor tissue), they degrade to release
encapsulating substances from the particle. Furthermore,
such properties possessed by the organic-inorganic hybrid
particles containing carbonate ions further exhibit unique
effect, particularly when Gd-based chelate encapsulates in
the particle is used as the contrast agent. Differently from
iron-based particles or contrast agents other than MRI of
which presence per se enhances the signals, Gd-based chelate
enhances the signals by affecting the surrounding protons
(mainly protons of water). In MRI, when pulse waves are
applied under strong static magnetic field, relaxation time of
the protons of Gd-surrounding water is shortened and the
signal intensity increases. Therefore, it is important that the
contrast agent is released from the hybrid particles at the
signal-generating place and can approach the water in situ.
The organic-inorganic hybrid particles containing carbonate ions exhibit tumor tissues-targetability and also easy
degradability in situ. Hence, when the particles encapsulate
Gd-based chelate type contrast agent, clear contrast can be
enhanced, for example, between the blood flow and the tumor
tissues.
According to the present invention, regardless a contrast
agent is either additionally carried or absent, substantially
spherical particles are offered, and furthermore such particles
of controlled average particle size and narrow particle size
distribution are offered. The average particle diameter can
range from about 5-about 5,000 nm, preferably from about
10-1,000 nm, inter aha, from about 50-about 600 nm.

5
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DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE INVENTION
One of the characteristic features of the present invention
resides in the use of a block copolymer containing the structure represented by the general formula (I),
35
poly(hph)-block-poly(carbo)

(I)

in the above formula, poly(hph) stands for an uncharged
hydrophilic polymer chain segment, and poly(carbo) stands
for a polymer chain segment comprising a repeated structural
unit having carboxylate ion group in its side chain, in a system
producing calcium phosphate (hydroxyapatite), in particular,
calcium carbonate.
"Calcium phosphate" or "calcium carbonate" in the
present specification as referred to in the above signify those
amorphous fine agglomerates formed through the interaction
between the ions constituting them and the block copolymer
in an aqueous medium, not their complete crystals. Although
not to be theoretically bound, it is understood that the polycarboxylate-containing chain segment of the block copolymer interacts with the calcium ion, phosphate ion or carbonate ion, or the mixture of these anions to form the fine
agglomerate, while the uncharged hydrophilic polymer chain
segment forms a hydrophilic shell-like layer surrounding the
fine agglomerate.
Therefore, any kind of copolymer can be used as the block
copolymer so long as it functions as described in the above,
can form the intended organic -inorganic hybrid particles and
falls within the scope of the definitions given as to the general
formula (I), regardless either of the segments is derived from
natural substance or synthetic polymer. Whereas, although
not in limitative sense, as specific examples of poly(hph),
those containing a polymer chain segment derived from a
polymer selected from the group consisting of polyethylene
glycol (PEG), poly(2-methyl-2-oxazoline), poly(2-ethyl-2oxazoline), poly(2-isopropyl-2-oxazoline), poly(acrylamide), poly(methacrylamide), poly(vinyl alcohol), poly(hy-

40

45

5o

droxyethyl acrylate) and poly(hydroxyethyl methacrylate)
can be named. On the other hand, poly(carbo) can be a polymer chain segment derived from a polymer selected from the
group consisting of poly(aspartic acid), poly(glutamic acid),
poly(acrylic acid), poly(methacrylic acid), poly(malic acid)
and random or block copolymers produced from at least two
monomers for making these polymers. Copolymers composed of combination of any of such specific examples of
poly(hph) and poly(carbo) are the more specific copolymers
useful for the present invention.
While some of these copolymers are commercially available, they can be made by well known methods in the concerned art or modifications thereof. For example, where poly
(carbo) is a segment derived from poly(aspartic acid) or poly
(glutamic acid), poly(oxazoline) or polyethylene glycol with
aminated terminus is used as the initiator for ring-opening
polymerization of N-carboxylic anhydride in which the corresponding (3- or y-carboxyl group is protected, thereafter
detaching the protective group by hydrolysis (see, for
example, "Macromolecules", 1997, 30, 4013-4017). Where
poly(carbo) has a segment derived from, for example, poly
(methacrylic acid) or poly(acrylic acid), one end of the
uncharged segment may be modified with an initiator which
supplies a radical to induce polymerization of each monomer.
Furthermore, it is also possible to couple the anion segment
with uncharged segment, utilizing Michael's addition reaction or the like.
In the poly(carbo), a fixed carboxylate ion can either have
a counter ion derived from alkali metal (sodium, potassium or
the like) or be in an ester form (e.g., lower alkyl ester having
up to six carbon atoms or benzyl ester) depending on the
production method of the block copolymer. According to the
invention, a residue in the ester of such form may be contained
up to about 50%, as long as its presence does not hinder
encapsulation or adsorption of the block copolymer into or
onto calcium phosphate or calcium carbonate, which however is preferably less than 10%, inter alia, 0%.
The wording used in defining the block copolymer: it
"comprises the structure" represented by the formula (I), is
intended to signify that the linker between poly(hph) and
poly(carbo) and the terminus of the polymer (or poly(carbo))
may contain any optional group or moiety, so long as it meets
the object of the present invention. Each of the polymer
segments can take a wide variety of binding forms (or via a
linker or without a linker) mainly depending on the production method of the copolymer, so long as they achieve the
above-described functions. These two segments may be
linked by a linker in which 1-20 atoms usually suitably
selected from carbon, oxygen, sulfur and nitrogen atoms can
be linearly present continuously.
As more specific, preferred copolymers, block copolymers
represented by following formulae (1I-a), (1I-b), (III-a), (IIIb) and (IV) can be named, although not limited thereto.

55
(II-a)
A — (OCH2CH2), — L — ((COCKNH)x•(COC HCH2NH))—T
CH2
60

coo-

coo(u- b)
A—(oCHzCHz)m —L— ((NHcHNH)x (NHcHCH2CO),)

65

CH2

Coo-

Coo-
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-continued
(III-a)
A— (OCH2CH2), —L—(COCHNH),—T
CH2
CH2

cooA— (OCH2CH2), —L—(NHCHCO),—T

(HI-b)

CH2
CH2

cooR

(IV)

A—(OCH2CH2), —L—(CH2C T

cooin the above formulae, each symbol has a signification
independently of each other, and
A stands for hydrogen or a substituted or unsubstituted
alkyl having up to 12 carbon atoms,
L stands for direct bond or a divalent linker, for example 0,
NH, CO or X(CH2)pY in which X stands for OCO, OCONH,
NHCO, NHCOO, NHCONH, CONH or COO, Y stands for
NH or CO, and p is an integer of 1-6,
T stands for hydrogen, hydroxyl or ZR in which Z stands
for single bond, CO, 0 or NH, and R stands for a substituted
or unsubstituted hydrocarbon group having up to 12 carbon
atoms,
m is an integer of 4-2,500,
n is an integer of 5-10,000, preferably 10-3,000, inter alia,
10-500, and
x+y or z is an integer of 5-1,000, preferably 10-3,000, inter
alia, 10-500, wherein up to 50% of the carboxylate ion present
can either have a counter ion derived from the alkali metal or
form a carboxy ester residue.
Also the dot mark "•" between a-aspartic acid unit and
(3-aspartic acid unit in the above formulae (11-a) and (II-b)
signifies that these units are present at random.
Those definitions of respective groups or moieties in the
above formulae more specifically have the following significations. `Alkyl having up to 12 carbon atoms" (which may
hereafter be abbreviated as C12, this expression being similarly used for other groups containing carbon atoms) include
straight chain or branched chain alkyl such as methyl, ethyl,
n-propyl, iso-propyl, n-butyl, sec-butyl, n-pentyl, n-hexyl
and n- or iso-dodecyl. Substituents on these alkyl groups can
be any, so long as they meet the object of the present invention, while those preferred are hydroxyl, carboxyl, a group
represented by the formula R'R2CH (here R' and R2 each
independently stands for C,-lo alkyloxy, aryloxy or aryl-C, -3
alkyloxy, or may together stand for optionally C1 -6 alkylsubstituted ethylenedioxy( O CH(R') CHO , here
R' being hydrogen or C1-6 alkyl), a group represented by the
formula, R"R2'NCH2 (wherein R" and R2' stand for, independently of each other, organic silyl type amino-protective
group, e.g., trialkylsilyl, or R" and R2' are atomic groups
capable of forming, together with the nitrogen atom to which
they bind, a 4- to 7-membered disilaneazacyclo heterocyclic
ring). For example, the group of the formula R'R2CH
stands for so called "acetal moiety", and can be readily converted to aldehyde group (OCH ) by mild hydrolysis. On
the other hand, the group of the formula R''R2'NCHz can be
readily converted to H2N , for example, in a solution containing tetraalkylammonium fluoride. Therefore, when the

block copolymers represented by the general formulae (I),
(1I-a), (II-b), (III-a), (III-b) or (IV) having such substituent
groups are used to form those organic-inorganic hybrid particles (for example, polymeric micelles) of the present inven5 tion and thereafter the substituents, which are normally
present on the shells or surfaces of the particles, are converted
to aldehyde or amino groups, thus obtained functional groups
can be conveniently used to covalently bond the particles
therethrough, to polypeptides having specific binding ability,
10
for example, sugar residue such as lactose, antibody and the
like. It is also possible to impart to the particles still enhanced
target directivity. Methods for obtaining polyethylene segments having such substituents are known. For example, WO
96/33233 (or corresponding U.S. Pat. No. 5,925,720) can be
15 referred to, for preparing one having R' R2CH group as the
substituent.
In the so obtained block copolymers, T in the above formulae (1I-b), (1II-a) and (1II-b), or end groups corresponding
thereto can be normally hydrogen or hydroxyl. Into these end
20
groups, ZR group can be introduced by the means known
per se, examples of R including hydrocarbon groups such as
—CH3, — CH2CH3, --CH CH2 , C(CH3) CH2, MHz
25

3o and so on, although not limited thereto.
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Introduction of such groups can be done, again following
the method described in U.S. Pat. No. 5,925,720.
Contrast agent which is contained in the organic-inorganic
hybrid particles according to the invention can be adhered
onto the fine agglomerates' surface or, preferably, are whole
encapsulated.
The contrast agent can be of any kind, so long as it meets
the object of the present invention. Preferred examples are
those named in the Non-patent Reference 1, Non-patent Reference 2 or Non-patent Reference 3 (being cited herein, the
whole contents of these References serve as a part of this
specification). As specific examples, it can be a metal selected
from the group consisting of gadolinium (Gd), europium
(Eu), manganese (Mn), iron (Fe) and copper (Cu), although
not limited thereto. These metals furthermore can be in the
form of a metal chelate with polydentate ligands which can be
selected from aminocarboxylic acid or phosphoric acid system, porphyrin system and deferoxamine B system polydentate ligands. Although not limited thereto, examples of aminocarboxylic acid or phosphoric acid system polydentate
ligands include ethylenediamine tetraacetic acid, diethylenetriaminepentaacetic acid, triethylenetetraminehexaacetic
acid, ethylene glycol tetraminetetraacetic acid, tetraazacyclododecanetetraacetic acid, tetraazacyclododecanetriacetic
acid, tetraazacyclododecane-tetraphosphoric acid and so on;
examples of porphyrin system polydentate ligand include
porphyrin and so on; and examples of deferoxamine system
polydentate ligand include deferoxamine B and so on.
According to the present invention, also provided are aqueous dispersion compositions for forming organic-inorganic
hybrid particles containing the contrast agent, which comprise above-described block copolymer, and calcium ion and
phosphate ion, carbonate ion or a mixture of these ions (in
particular, carbonate ion), as the essential components. The
"aqueous dispersion composition" referred to herein or laterdescribing term, "aqueous dispersion" signify solutions, dispersions or suspensions comprising a solvent system in which

US 8,871,180 B2
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water serves as the chief solvent and which may optionally
aqueous solution under the conditions satisfactory for procontain a minor amount of water-miscible organic solvent
ducing calcium carbonate or calcium phosphate,
(e.g., methanol, ethanol, acetone and the like) within a range
although the method is not limited thereto. It is also possible
for the second aqueous solution to contain a salt such as
not affected to accomplishment of the object of the present
invention. These liquids preferably contain a buffer which is 5 sodium chloride or the like, and the buffer, if used, is recommendably so selected as to enable to adjust pH of the eventual
capable of adjusting pH to 6.0-8.0. The calcium ions and
dispersion to 6.0-8.0.
phosphate ions or carbonate ions contained in these liquids
Although not limited to such a preparation method as
can be derived from respectively corresponding waterabove, the particles according to the present invention, which
soluble salts. Typically, the former is derived from calcium
chloride and the latter, from disodium hydrogenphosphate or 10 are contained in the aqueous dispersion, are contrast agentcarrying particles formed of above-described block copolysodium hydrogencarbonate.
mer, calcium ion and carbonate ion or phosphate ion, and the
The ratio between the calcium ion content and phosphate
contrast agent. Their average particle diameter can be readily
ion or carbonate ion content is considerably important for the
controlled within a range of 5-2000 nm, as determined by
present invention. It is normally necessary that the calcium
15 dynamic light-scattering measurement of the dispersion.
ions should be present in an amount exceeding the equivalent
According to the above preparation method of the present
amount required for the two kinds of ions to react to form
invention, for example by selecting the block copolymer concalcium phosphate or calcium carbonate. More specifically,
centration, an aqueous dispersion of highly uniform particles
the ratio of Cat to P043- or C032 can range from 1-1000:1
having an optional diameter within a range of 50-600 nm and
in terms of molar concentration. When calcium ions and
20 a degree of polydispersion not more than 0.1 can be provided.
phosphate ions or carbonate ions are present at a ratio falling
Needless to say, where necessary, particles of the diameter
within the above range, these ions and the block copolymer
exceeding 600 nm and in the order of several µm can be
can conveniently interact.
provided by extending the preparation time. These aqueous
Also in the aqueous composition, Cat can be present at 10
dispersions can be stored for a period ranging from several
mM-1,000 mM, although not limited thereto, and P043- or
25 days to a month under ambient conditions (e.g., room temC032 , at 0.4 mM-10 mM, although not limited thereto. Such
perature and soon) substantially free of precipitation or phase
ratios are suitable for having the aqueous composition
separation, which makes it possible to use them as injectable
include a contrast agent and providing an aqueous dispersion
compositions either as they are or after removing therefrom
according to the present invention which comprises the
excessive ionic low molecular weight compound or the like
organic-inorganic hybrid particles carrying or encapsulating 30
by dialysis or ultrafiltration.
such a contrast agent.
Although not in any limitative sense, where the organicOn the other hand, the block copolymer can be present in
inorganic hybrid particles following the present invention
the aqueous composition at a concentration of 10 µg/ml-1,000
contain the following components, the components' ratios by
although not limited thereto. These Cat and P043- or C032
weight can be as follows: block copolymer:CaCO3:Gdconcentrationvalues as above and that of the block copoly35 PTDA-0.2-1.6:0.3:0.05-0.1, or block copolymer:Ca3(PO4)2 :
mer in the aqueous composition as above are convenient for
Gd-DTPA=0.2-1.6:0.4-0.65:0.05-0.1.
maintaining the organic-inorganic hybrid particles (not conThe organic-inorganic hybrid particles following the
taining any contrast agent) as formed in the aqueous compopresent invention can be stably maintained or preserved in a
sition or the organic-inorganic hybrid particles (containing a
biological fluid at around neutral pH, for example, blood. The
contrast agent) in the aqueous dispersion, in generally stably 40
particles furthermore exhibit tumor tissue directivity. In pardispersed state in an aqueous liquid. Aqueous compositions
ticular, the hybrid particles containing carbonate ions or a
or aqueous dispersions meeting the object of the present
mixture of carbonate ions and phosphate ions as inorganic
invention, however, can be offered also when these compoions exhibit pH sensitivity such that they readily degrade in an
nents are used at concentration values exceeding the aboveenvironment of a pH slightly lower than neutrality. Accordspecified ranges. Such aqueous dispersions can be converted 4
5 ingly, it can be understood that the particles would readily
to a dry form by per se accepted means, for example, lyodegrade in tumor tissues.
philization. The composition in such dry form can be reconstituted into the stable aqueous dispersion with an aqueous
BRIEF EXPLANATION OF DRAWINGS
medium, or may be formulated into preparations of different
form retaining the dry condition, using other binder or the like 50
FIG. 1 are the graphs showing the results of measuring
where necessary.
diameters of CaP particles by dynamic light scattering
The aqueous dispersions according to the present invention
method: (a) being a graph of CaP particle diameter versus
which have been partially referred to in the foregoing, can be
PEG-PMA (7800-2000) concentration ((A) solution B at pH
prepared by having a contrast agent concurrently present in
7.1, (0) solution B at pH 6.6); and (b) being a graph of CaP
the above-described aqueous composition. More specifically, 55 particle diameter versus PEG-PMA (7500-15500) concentrait can be prepared by
tion ((A) solution B at pH 7.1, (0) solution B at pH 6.6).
(A) preparing a first aqueous solution containing a contrast
FIG. 2 is a photograph of TEM image of CaP particles. The
agent, calcium ion and, where necessary, a buffer,
sample used was the one formed when the solution A con(B) separately preparing a second aqueous solution containtained 3.2 mg/ml PEG-PMA (7500-15500) and the solution B
ing a block copolymer comprising a structure represented by 6o had a pH 7.1. Here the formation of organic-inorganic hybrid
the general formula (I),
micelles having a core of CaP particle and shell of organic
molecular layer of the polymer and the like is observed.
poly(hph)-block-poly(carbo)
(I)
FIG. 3 are the graphs showing the results of determining
in which poly(hph) and poly(carbo) have the previously
Gd-DTPA which was encapsulated in the CaP particles, by
given significations,
65 ICP-MS: (a) being a graph showing the encapsulated amount
carbonate ion or phosphate ion, and where necessary, a buffer,
of Gd in CaP particles versus PEG-PMA (7800-2000) conand (C) mixing the first aqueous solution and the second
centration ((A) solution B at pH 7.1, (0) solution B at pH
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6.6); and (b) being a graph showing the encapsulated amount
of Gd in the CaP particles versus PEG-PMA (7500-15500)
concentration ((A) solution B at pH 7.1, (0) solution B at pH
6.6).
FIG. 4 is a graph showing the particle diameter change with
time in CaP particles (PEG-PMA (7500-15500) 3.2 mg/ml,
pH 6.6) as measured by dynamic light scattering method,
wherein the process of the CaP particles' degradation responsive to the environment can be observed ((❑) extracellular
solution (pH 7.4), (0) extracellular solution (pH 5.5), (A) 10
mM PBS (pH 7.4) & 140 mM NaCl, (0) 10 mM PBS (pH
5.5) & 140 mM NaC1).
FIG. 5 are the graphs showing the results of particle diameter measurement of CaCO3 particles by dynamic light scattering method, (a) being a graph of CaCO3 particle diameter
versus PEG-PMA (7800-2000) concentration ((A) solution B
at pH 7.1, (0) solution B at pH 6.6); and(b)being a graph of
CaCO3 particle diameter versus PEG-PMA (7500-15500)
concentration ((A) solution Bat pH 7.1, (0) solution B at pH
6.6).
FIG. 6 is a graph showing the result of determining GdDTPA which was encapsulated in CaCO3 particles by ICPMS: a graph showing the encapsulated amount of Gd in
CaCO3 particles versus PEG-PMA (7500-15500) concentration ((0) solution B at pH 7.1).
FIG. 7 is a graph showing the particle diameter change with
time in CaCO3 particles (PEG-PMA (7500-15500) 3.2
mg/ml, pH 7.1) as measured by dynamic light scattering
method, wherein the process of the CaCO3 particles' degradation responsive to the environment can be observed ((A) 10
mM PBS (pH 7.4) & 140 mM NaCl, (0) 10 mM PBS (pH
5.5) & 140 mM NaC1).
FIG. 8 are the graphs showing the results of diameter
measurement of CaP & CaCO3 hybrid particles ((Ca2')=250
mM) by dynamic light scattering method: (a) being a graph
showing the CaP & CaCO3 hybrid particle diameter versus
PEG-PMA (7500-15500) concentration and CaP:CaCO3
ratio; (b) being a graph showing the CaP & CaCO3 hybrid
particle diameter versus PEG-PAsp (12-38) concentration
and Cap:CaCO3 ratio; (c) being a graph showing CaP &
CaCO3 hybrid particle diameter versus PEG-PAsp (12-87)
concentration and Cap:CaCO3 ratio, and (d) being a graph
showing CaP & CaCO3 hybrid particle diameter versus PEGPAsp (12-38) concentration and CaP:CaCO3 ratio ((0) 1.6
mg/ml, (❑) 0.8 mg/ml, (A) 0.4 mg/ml, (x) 0.2 mg/ml).
FIG. 9 are the graphs showing the results of diameter
measurement of CaP & CaCO3 hybrid particles ((Ca2 )=25
mM) by dynamic light scattering method: (a) being a graph
showing the CaP & CaCO3 hybrid particle diameter versus
PEG-PMA (7800-2000) concentration and CaP:CaCO3 ratio;
(b) being a graph showing the CaP & CaCO3 hybrid particle
diameter versus PEG-PMA (7500-15500) concentration and
CaP:CaCO3 ratio; (c) being a graph showing CaP & CaCO3
hybrid particle diameter versus PEG-PAsp (12-38) concentration and CaP:CaCO3 ratio, and (d) being a graph showing
CaP & CaCO3 hybrid particle diameter versus PEG-PAsp
(12-87) concentration and CaP:CaCO3 ratio ((K') 1.6 mg/ml,
(❑) 0.8 mg/ml, (A) 0.4 mg/ml, (x) 0.2 mg/ml).

Example 1
Diameter Control of Composite Particles of Gd
Chelate and Calcium Phosphate
5

This experiment demonstrates the effectiveness of the specific block copolymer for preventing formation of calcium
phosphate (abbreviated as CaP) precipitate, or for forming the
particles with their diameters controlled to not more than
io fixed value.
<Experiment Method>
(1) The following aqueous solutions were prepared.
Solution A: 250 mM Ca2 (derived from CaCl2)
1 mM Tris-HC1 Buffer (pH 7.6)
15
PEG-block-poly(methacrylic acid) (abbreviated as PEGPMA)
400-3200 µg/ml
Solution B: 6 mM P043- (derived from Na2HPO4)
50 mM HEPES Buffer (pH 6.6 or 7.1)
20
140 mM NaCl
1 mM gadolinium-diethylenetriaminepentaacetic acid (abbreviated as Gd-DTPA (Magnevist® purchased from
Schering).
In the above, PEG-PMA (purchased from Polymer Source)
25
as represented by the following formula,
CH30(CH2CH2O)„(CH2CH(CH3)(COO))_H

30

35

40

45

50

in which a block copolymer whose PEG segment had a
molecular weight of about 7800 and PMA segment had
a molecular weight of about 2000 (abbreviated as 78002000), or a block copolymer whose PEG segment had a
molecular weight of about 7500 and PMA segment had
a molecular weight of about 15500 (abbreviated as
7500-15500) were used in the form of Na salt.
(2) The solution A and solution B were mixed at 37° C. and
allowed to incubate at 37° C. for at least 4 hours. Thereafter
the particle diameters were evaluated by dynamic light scattering measurement (DLS) of the dispersions.
As the measuring device, Zetasizer Nano ZS of Malvern
was used. As the incident light, helium neon laser light of
the wavelength 633 nm was used. The measurement was
conducted at 37° C. The scattered light in the direction at
173° angle to the incident light was detected, and from
the time-dependence of its intensity change, diffusion
coefficient of the particles was calculated by cumulant
method. Thus obtained diffusion coefficient was converted to particle diameter by the following Stokes-Einstein's equation:
R=kTI(6t1D)

in which R=particle radius, k=Boltzmann's coefficient,
T=temperature, =viscosity coefficient, D=diffusion
coefficient.
Using transmission electronic microscope (TEM), CaP
55
particle image also was photographed. The TEM used
was H-7000 of Hitachi, used at an acceleration voltage
of 75 kV.
<Result>
The influences of pH of the feed, polymer chain length and
60 the polymer concentration on the particle diameter of the
formed micelles are shown in FIG. 1. When PEG-PMA
(7800-2000) was used, particles diameter control (degree of
BEST MODE FOR WORKING THE INVENTION
polydispersion not more than 0.2) was accomplished at more
than 0.4 mg/ml of the polymer concentration. The particle
Hereinafter the present invention is explained more con- 65 diameters were about 100 nm at pH 6.6, and around 200 nm
cretely, referring to specific examples, it being not intended to
at pH 7.1. When PEG-PMA (7500-15500) was used, the
limit the invention to these examples.
particle diameter control was accomplished at more than 0.8
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mg/ml of the polymer concentration. At the polymer concentration of 1.6 mg/ml, the particle diameter was about 100 nm
in both cases of pH 6.6 and pH 7.1. As shown in the TEM
image (FIG. 2), formation of monodispersed particles of
around 100 nm in diameter, having a CaP particle as the core
and its shell made of the polymer could be confirmed. The
influence of pH on the particle diameter control was distinct
with 7800-2000, while it was hardly recognizable with 750015500. Also, there was the tendency that the higher the polymer concentration, the easier the particle diameter control,
which allows an inference that the influence of PEG on the
particle diameter is very strong.

Example 4

Example 2
Quantitation of Gd-DTPA Introduced into (or
Encapsulated in) CaP Particles
The CaP particles were prepared following above Example
1. One (1) ml of so prepared micelle solution was centrifuged
at 15000 G for 30 minutes, and 100 ld of the supernatant was
separated. The supernatant was diluted to 50 times with 4.9
ml of 0.1 M HCL solution, and the Gd concentration in the
solution was measured with induction-connected plasma
mass analyzer (ICP-MS). Whereby concentration of the GdDTPA not encapsulated in the calcium phosphate could be
known, and the Gd-DTPA encapsulation ratio was calculated
and quantitated. The result was as shown in FIG. 3. While the
encapsulated amount differed more or less according to the
kind and concentration of the polymer, it was basically understood that it amounted to about 10-20% of the fed amount (1
mM Gd-DTPA).
Example 3
Evaluation of Stability of CaP Particles
<Experiment Method>
As the sample, the one prepared under the conditions of
PEG-PMA (7500-15500) 3.2 mg/ml at pH 6.6, following
Example 1, was used. Separately, an extracellular solution (2
mM CaCi2, 1 mM Na2HPO4, 25 mM Tris, 140 mM NaCi) and
10 mM PBS and 140 mM NaCl solution were prepared, each
of which was adjusted in advance to have pH values of 7.4 and
5.5. Two-hundred (200) ml of the sample solution was mixed
with 800 ld of each of the separately prepared solutions. The
particle size change of each sample was measured for 12
hours by dynamic light scattering. Compositions of the separately prepared solutions were as follows:
extracellular pH 7.4: 2 mM CaCi2, 1 mM Na2HPO4, 25
mM Tris-HCi Buffer (pH 7.4), 140 mM NaCl
extracellular pH 5.5: 2 mM CaCi2, 1 mM Na2HPO4, 25
mM Tris-HCi Buffer (pH 5.5), 140 mM NaCl,
10 mM PBS pH 7.4: 10 mM phosphoric buffer (pH 7.4),
140 mM NaCl,
10 mM PBS pH 5.5:10 mM phosphoric buffer (pH 5.5),
140 mM NaCl
<Results>
The results are shown in FIG. 4. Stability of the CaP particles markedly varies depending on the phosphoric acid concentration. For example, when the phosphoric acid concentration was increased to 10 mM at pH 7.4, the particles at once
agglomerated. Whereas, at pH 5.5 minor elution of calcium
phosphate was observed, but with less pH responsivity.

Diameter Control of Gd Chelate-Calcium Carbonate
Composite Particles
5

This experiment demonstrates the effectiveness of specific
block copolymers for preventing formation of calcium carbonate (abbreviated as CaCO3) precipitate or for producing
composite particles having controlled diameters not exceed10 ing a certain fixed value.
<Experiment Method>
(1) The following aqueous solutions were prepared:
Solution A: 250 mM Ca2 (derived from CaCl2)
1 mM Tris-HCi buffer (pH 7.6)
15 PEG-PMA 400-3200 µg/ml
Solution B: 6 mM C032 (derived from NaHCO3)
50 mM HEPES buffer (pH 6.6 or 7.1)
140 mM NaCl
1 mM Gd-DTPA
20 As the above PEG-PMA, those of 7800-2000 and 750015500 were used in Na salt form.
(2) The solution A and solution B were mixed at 37° C. and
allowed to incubate at 37° C. for at least 24 hours. Thereafter
the particle diameters were evaluated by dynamic light scat25 tering measurement (DLS) of the dispersions, similarly to
Example 1.
<Result>
The influences of pH of the feed, polymer chain length and
the polymer concentration on the formed micelle's particle
30 diameter are shown in FIG. 8. Where the PEG-PMA (78002000) was used, it was found that particle diameter control
was hardly achieved, because the degree of polydispersion
was not less than 0.2, although at the first sight it differed
depending on the polymer concentration or pH. When PEG35 PMA (7500-15500) was used, the partical diameter was well
controlled, irrelevantly to the polymer concentration or pH,
the particle diameter being about 100 nm and the degree of
polydispersion was not more than 0.1. From the result it was
understood that the length of anionic segment significantly
40 affects calcium carbonate particle diameter control. It was
also confirmed that the particle diameter control was not at all
affected by the Gd-DTPA concentration in the feed.
Example 5
45

Quantitation of Gd-DTPA Introduced into (or
Encapsulated in) CaCO3 Particles

50

55

The encapsulated amount of Gd-DTPA in CaCO3 particles
prepared following Example 1 was determined in the manner
similar to Example 2. The result was as shown in FIG. 6. The
encapsulated amount was approximately the same to that of
the CaP particles as prepared at pH 7.1.
Example 6
Evaluation of Stability of CaCO3 Particles

6o

65

With the view to examine whether the particles would
degrade responsive to pH, this stability evaluation was conducted at pH 5.5 and pH 7.4.
<Experiment Method>
As the sample, the one prepared under the conditions of
PEG-PMA (7500-15500) 3.2 mg/ml at pH 6.6, following
Example 1, was used. Separately, an extracellular solution (2
mM CaCi2, 1 mM Na2HPO4, 25 mM Tris, 140 mM NaCi) and
10 mM PBS and 140 mM NaCl solution were prepared, each
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of which was adjusted in advance to have pH values of 7.4 and
5.5. Two-hundred (200) ml of the sample solution was mixed
with 800 ld of each of the separately prepared solutions. The
particle size change of each sample was measured for 12
hours by dynamic light scattering. Compositions of the separately prepared solutions were as follows:
10 mM PBS pH 7.4: 10 mM phosphoric buffer (pH 7.4),
140 mM NaCl
10 mM PBS pH 5.5: 10 mM phosphoric buffer (pH 5.5),
140 mM NaCl
<Result>
The result was as shown in FIG. 7. At pH 7.4, it was
confirmed that the particles could be stably present in the
solution basically for at least 12 hours, although minor
increases in particle diameters or light scattering intensity
were observed. On the other hand, it can be understood that
the particle diameters and light scattering intensity at once
extremely decreased at pH 5.5. This allows an inference that
the CaCO3 particles were unstable at pH 5.5 and at once
degraded.

tration was 3.2 mg/ml, the particle diameters did not vary
irrelevantly to the ratio between the phosphate and carbonate.
Because the degree of polydispersion was not more than 0.2,
it was found that the particle diameter control could be done
at this concentration. It was also found, furthermore, whenthe
phosphate to carbonate ratio was biased to phosphate side, a
tendency was developed that the lower the polymer concentration, the easier the agglomeration. On the other hand,
where PEG-PAsp (12-87) was used, the polymer concentration range enabling the particle diameter control was found to
be narrower than that with PEG-PMA (7500-15500). When
CaCO3 was 100%, the concentration range enabling the particle diameter control lied at low polymer concentration, but
as the ratio of phosphate rose, the particle size controllable
range was enlarged and shifted toward high polymer concentration, showing a tendency that the particle diameters
decreased under high polymer concentration and high phosphoric acid concentration. Where PEG-PAsp (12-38) was
used, CaP particle diameters could be controlled over a wide
concentration range, but no CaCO3 particle was formed.
When CaP-CaCO3 hybrid type was used, the particle diameter control over a wide concentration range became possible
under the phosphate ratio of 40-100%.

5

10

15

20

Example 7
Diameter Control of Gd Complex and CaP & CaCO3
Hybridized Composite Particles (1)
In Examples 1 and 4, diameter control of composite particles by varying the copolymer concentration or polymer
chain length was shown. In this Example, it is shown that the
particle diameter can further be adjusted by varying copolymer concentration or kind of the polymer, or the ratio of
phosphoric acid to carbonic acid.
<Experiment Method>
(1) The following aqueous solutions were prepared:
Solution A: 250 mM Ca2 (derived from CaCl2)
1 mM Tris-HC1 buffer (pH 7.6)
PEG-PMA (7500-15500) or PEG-Polyaspartic acid (abbreviated as PEG-PAsp) 400-3200 µg/ml
Solution B: 6 mM P043- (derived from Na2HPO4)
50 mM HEPES buffer (pH 7.1)
140 mM NaCl
1 mM Gd-DTPA
Solution C: 6 mM C032-(derived from NaHCO3)
50 mM HEPES buffer (pH 7.1)
140 mM NaCl
1 mM Gd-DTPA
In the above, PEG-PAsp's represented by the following
formula,
CH30(CH2CH2O)„(COCH(CH2COO-)NH)x.
(COCH2CH(COO-)NH)yH.

25

Example 8
Diameter Control of Gd Complex and CaP & CaCO3
Hybridized Composite Particles (2)

30

35

40

45

50

in which the molecular weight of the PEG segment was
about 12,000 and the degree of polymerization (x+y) of the
PAsp segment was 87 and 38, respectively, (abbreviated as
12-87 and 12-38, respectively) were prepared and used.
55
Above solutions B and C were mixed at the ratios of 100:0,
80:20, 60:40, 40:60, 20:80 and 0:100, respectively, to make
solutions D. (2) The solution A and each solution D were
mixed at 37° C., allowed to incubate at 37° C. for at least 24
hours. Thereafter particle diameter were evaluated by 6o
dynamic light-scattering measurement (DLS) of the dispersions similarly to Example 1.
<Result>
The influences of the phosphate: carbonate ratio in the feed,
kind of polymer and the polymer concentration on diameter 65
of the formed micelles were as shown in FIG. 8. Where
PEG-PMA (7500-15500) was used and the polymer concen-

In Example 7, diameter control of the composite particles
by varying the copolymer concentration, kind of polymer or
the ratio between phosphoric acid and carbonic acid was
shown. In this example, it is shown that the particle diameter
can be further controlled at a Ca concentration ([Ca2+]=25
mM) which is different from that ([Ca2+]=250 mM) used in
Example 7.
<Experiment Method>
(1) The following aqueous solutions were prepared.
Solution A: 25 mM Ca2+ (derived from CaCl2)
1 mM Tris-HC1 buffer (pH 7.6)
PEG-PMA (7800-2000, 7500-15500) or
PEG-PAsp (12-87, 12-38) 400-3200 µg/ml
Solution B: 6 mM P043- (derived from Na2HPO4)
50 mM HEPES buffer (pH 7.1)
140 mM NaCl
1 mM Gd-DTPA
Solution C: 6 mM C032- derived from NaHCO3)
50 mM HEPES buffer (pH 7.1)
140 mM NaCl
1 mM Gd-DTPA.
Above solutions B and C were mixed at the ratios of 100:0,
80:20, 60:40, 40:60, 20:80 and 0:100, respectively, to make
solutions D. (2) The solution A and each solution D were
mixed at 37° C., allowed to incubate at 37° C. for at least 24
hours. Thereafter particle diameter were evaluated by
dynamic light-scattering measurement (DLS) of the dispersions similarly to Example 1.
<Result>
The influences of the phosphate: carbonate ratio in the feed,
kind of polymer, and the polymer concentration on diameter
of the formed micelles was as shown in FIG. 9. When PEGPMA (7800-2000) was used, CaCO3 scarcely formed particles, but it was found that the particles were formed over a
wide concentration range when 20% or more of thephosphate
was used. When PEG-PMA (7500-15500) was used, it was
confirmed that CaCO3 particles were formed only under a
certain limited polymer concentration range, presumably due
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to the lowered Ca concentration. It was also observed that the
2. The hybrid particle of claim 1, wherein poly(hph) is
particles were more easily formed with increased ratio of the
derived from polyethylene glycol, and poly(carbo) is derived
phosphate, accompanied by shifting of the polymer concenfrom a polymer selected from the group consisting of poly
tration range to higher side. When PEG-PAsp (12-87) was
(aspartic acid), poly(glutamic acid), poly(methacrylic acid),
used, the polymer concentration range enabling the particle 5 poly(acrylic acid) and poly(malic acid).
diameter control was found to be narrowed. At the polymer
3. The hybrid particle of claim 1, wherein the block copolyconcentration of 0.4 mg/ml, however, the particle formation
mer is selected from the group consisting of the following
took place irrelevantly to the ratio of phosphate. In case
formulae (11-a), (11-b), (111-a), (111-b) and (IV):
PEG-PAsp (12-38) was used, particle diameter control was
possible with CaP particles over a broad concentration range, 10
but no CaCO3 particle could be formed. Where CaP-CaCO3
(II-a)
hybrid type was adopted, the particle diameter control
A — (OCH2CH2), — L — ((COC HNH)x•(COC HCH2NH))—T
became possible over a broad concentration range, when the
ratio of phosphate was 40-100%.
CH2
COO15

PROSPECT OF INDUSTRIAL UTILIZABILITY

Coo(II-b)

This invention provides, in particular, pH-responsive
organic-inorganic hybrid particle system capable of carrying
a contrast agent. Such a particle system allows free particle 20
size control within a range from nanometer to micrometer
order and can impart to the particles target-selectivity and
selective-degradability at the target site. Therefore, the system is useful for the medical industry, diagnostic agent makers and so on.
25
The invention claimed is:
1. An organic-inorganic hybrid particle comprising as
essential components,
a block copolymer comprising a structure represented by a
30
formula (I):
poly(hph)-block-poly(carbo)

C

CH2

Coo-

CooA—(OCH2CH2), —L—(COCHNH),—T

1

CH2
CH2
CooA—(OCH2CH2), —L—(NHCHCO)z —T
CH2
CH2

(I)

wherein
poly(hph) represents a hydrophilic polymer chain segment
derived from a water-soluble polymer selected from the
group consisting of poly(ethylene glycol), poly(2-methyl-2-oxazoline), poly(2-ethyl-2-oxazoline), poly(2isopropyl-2-oxazoline), poly(acrylamide), poly(methacrylamide), poly(vinyl alcohol), poly(hydroxyethyl
acrylate) and poly(hydroxyethyl methacrylate);
poly(carbo) represents a polymer chain segment containing a recurring structural unit having a carboxylate ion
group at its side chain, wherein the polymer chain segment is derived from the group consisting of poly(asparatic acid), poly(glutamic acid), poly(acrylic acid), poly
(methacrylic acid), poly(malic acid) and random or
block copolymers produced from at least two monomers
for making these polymers;
a calcium ion (Ca2 +);
at least one anion selected from the group consisting of a
phosphate ion (P043-), a carbonate ion (C032 ), and a
mixture thereof; and
a contrast agent;
wherein the calcium ion and the phosphate ion form amorphous fine agglomerates, and the calcium ion and the carbonate ion form amorphous fine agglomerates, and
the hybrid particle is in the form of an aqueous dispersion in
an aqueous medium, and has an average particle diameter
within a range of 10 nm to 1000 nm, as measured by dynamic
light-scattering of the dispersion, and
wherein the contrast agent is adhered onto a surface of the
amorphous fine agglomerates or is wholly encapsulated by
the amorphous fine agglomerates and is a metal selected from
the group consisting of gadolinium (Gd), europium (Eu),
manganese (Mn), iron (Fe) and copper (Cu), and is in the form
of a metal chelate with an aminocarboxylic acid or phosphoric acid system polydentate ligand.

C

A — (OCH2CH2), — L — ((NH HNH)x (NH HCH2CO))

COOR
35
A—(OCH2CH2), —L—(CH2C T
Coo40 wherein in the above formulae,

45

50

55
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each symbol is independently selected,
A represents hydrogen or a substituted or unsubstituted
alkyl having up to 12 carbon atoms,
L represents a direct bond or a divalent linker,
T represents hydrogen, hydroxyl or —ZR in which Z represents a single bond, CO, 0 or NH, and R represents
hydrogen or methyl group,
m is an integer of 4-2,500,
n is an integer of 5-10,000,
x+y is an integer of 5-1,000, and
z is an integer of 5-1,000,
wherein up to 50% of the carboxylate ion group present can
either have a counter ion derived from an alkali metal or from
a carboxy ester residue.
4. The hybrid particle of claim 3, wherein L represents a
linker and is selected from the group consisting of 0, NH, CO
and X(CH2)Y, where X represents OCO, OCONH, NHCO,
NHCOO, NHCONH, CONH or COO, Y represents NH or
CO, and p is an integer of 1-6.
5. The hybrid particle of claim 1, wherein the aminocarboxylic acid or phosphoric acid system polydentate ligand is
selected from the group consisting of ethylenediaminetetraacetic acid, diethylenetriaminepentaacetic acid, triethylenetetraminehexaacetic acid, ethylene glycol tetraminetetraacetic acid, tetraazacyclododecanetetraacetic acid,
tetraazacyclododecanetriacetic acid and tetraazacyclododecanetetraphosphoric acid.
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6. The hybridparticle of claim 1, whereinthe block copolymer is selected from the group consisting of the following
formulae (11-a), (11-b), (111-a), (111-b) and (IV):

18

each symbol is independently selected,
A represents hydrogen or a substituted or unsubstituted
alkyl having up to 12 carbon atoms,
L represents a direct bond or a divalent linker,
5
T represents hydrogen, hydroxyl or —ZR in which Z represents a single bond, CO, 0 or NH, and R represents a
(II-a)
hydrogen or methyl group,
A— (OCH2CH2), — L — ((COCHNH)x•(COCHCH2NH))—T
m is an integer of 4-2,500,
n is an integer of 5-10,000,
CH2
Coo10
x+y is an integer of 5-1,000, and
1
z is an integer of 5-1,000,
Coowherein up to 50% of the carboxylate ion group present can
(II-b)
either have a counter ion derived from an alkali metal or
A— (OCH2CH2), — L — ((NHC HNH), (NHCHCH2CO))—T
from a carboxy ester residue;
15 and the contrast agent is a metal selected from the group
CH2
cooconsisting of gadolinium (Gd), europium (Eu), manganese
1
coo(Mn), iron (Fe) and copper (Cu), the metal being in the form
(III-a)
of a metal chelate with polydentate ligand of aminocarboxyA— (OCH2CH2), —L—(COCHNH),—T
lic acid or phosphoric acid system, the aminocarboxylic acid
CH2
or phosphoric acid system polydentate ligand being selected
20
CH2
from the group consisting of ethylenediaminetetraacetic acid,
diethylenetriaminepentaacetic acid, triethylenetetraminecoohexaacetic acid, ethylene glycol tetraminetetraacetic acid,
A— (OCH2CH2), —L—(NHCHCO),—T
tetraazacyclodecanetetraacetic acid, tetraazacyclododecan25 etriacetic acid, and tetraazacyclododecanetetraphosphoric
CH2
acid.
CH2
7. The hybrid particle of claim 6, wherein L represents a
coolinker and is selected from the group consisting of 0, NH, CO
and X(CH2 )Y, where X represents OCO, OCONH, NHCO,
R
NHCOO, NHCONH, CONH or COO, Y represents NH or
30
CO, and p is an integer of 1-6.
A—(OCH2CH2), —L—(CH2C —T
8. The hybrid particle of claim 1, wherein average particle
Coodiameter in an aqueous dispersion of the particles is 50-600
nm as measured by dynamic light scattering method.

wherein in the above formulae,

